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Teri Crenshaw

SPEAKER & STRATEGIST

MEDIA KIT



Hi, I'm Teri!
SPEAKER, STRATEGIST & COACH

II'm a speaker and strategist with a knack for growth marketing, a love for futurism,
a former fitness champion with a hip-hop dance addiction, a "to-the-point"
attitude and a snarky sense of humor.
I specialize in transforming “What do I want to be when I grow up?” conundrums
into successful careers and businesses.
As a speaker, strategist, and advocate for purpose-driven work, I believe life’s too
short for unfulfilling jobs. It's my job to help people realize their potential so they
can fulfill their unique mission in life. 

@tericrenshaw tericrenshaw.com tericrenshaw hello@tericrenshaw.com

https://tericrenshaw.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tericrenshaw/


Client  Testimonials

SPEAKING TOPICS

From Self-Sabotage to Badassery: How
to Build a Bold Brand and the Profitable
Business You Were Built For

How to Build a Business in Your Sleep: A
Burnout Busting Approach for the
Chronically Entrepreneurial

Discover Your Genius Thread: The Secret
to Building a Future-Proof  Career or
Business

Teri Crenshaw dropping some
major truth bombs around your
brand + how to create trust
with your audience.

On clarifying your brand
message remember what Teri
says, [they have to]..."Know,
Like, Trust, and REMEMBER
You!"
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Teri

GET IN TOUCH

To inspire an audience to take action,
you have to be BOLD. And, the truth is,
most speakers aren’t.
If you want to bring entertainment,
energy, and a wealth of knowledge to
your event, let's talk! 

WHO I WORK WITH

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

I specialize in working with coaches,
consultants, creatives and purpose-driven
entrepreneurs who are in the sometimes
overwhelming growth phase of their
businesses. 

Teri provides practical insights, actionable
strategies, and empowering advice to help
entrepreneurs unleash their genius, develop
their personal brand, and build the business
they were truly meant for. 

www.tericrenshaw.com
hello@tericrenshaw.com

480.382.6927

https://tericrenshaw.com/

